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1. INTRODUCTIOK 
Our objective in this paper is to describe those abelian p-groups generated 
by a set of elements subject only to relations of the form 
p71.r --: 0 or pm-v = y. 
These groups shall be referred to as T-grozLps. 
The description of T-groups begins with the observation that both the 
maximal divisible subgroup and the reduced part of a T-group are again 
T-groups. Further it is proved that any two reduced T-groups having the 
same Ulm invariants are isomorphic. And finally necessary and sufficient 
conditions are obtained for a well-ordered sequence of cardinals to be the 
sequence of Ulm invariants of some reduced T-group. In addition, these 
results combined with Ulm’s theorem yield that a reduced abelian p-group 
is a direct sum of countable groups if and only if it is a T-group whose 
length does not exceed the first uncountable ordinal. Thus the class of all 
reduced T-groups is a natural class of abelian p-groups containing the 
direct sums of countable groups as well as groups of arbitrarily large length, 
within which Ulm’s theorem is valid. 
In our announcement [I] of the foregoing results it is also pointed out that 
the class of all reduced T-groups coincides with the class of totally projective 
groups defined by Nunke [4], the proof depending on our results above as well 
as the theorem of Hill [Z] that a totally projective group is determined by its 
Ulm invariants. 
* This work was supported in part by- Sational Science Foundation Grants GP 7252 
and GP 5497. 
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2. PRELIMINARY 
For the most part we use the usual notation and terminology from the 
theory of abelian groups. If X is a subset of a group G, then the subgroup 
of G generated by X is denoted by [Xl; in particular, if X consists of a single 
element x, then [z] denotes the cyclic subgroup generated by x. The symbol 
@ is used to designate the direct sum of a pair of subgroups, while the symbol 
C designates the direct sum of a family. 
If X is any set, then the set of all orderded pairs <x,y) with .v, 
y E X is denoted by X2. The cardinal of X is denoted by 1 X 1. Also w 
denotes the first infinite ordinal, and D denotes the first uncountable ordinal. 
Throughout p is a fixed but arbitrary prime. If G is an abelian p-group, 
then as usual we define 
G[p] =={xI.vEGandpx-0). 
Further, the subgroups paG are defined for each ordinal a: by the rules: 
p”G = G, 
if 2 ~~ 1 exists, 
if 01 is a limit ordinal. 
If the p-group G is reduced, then there is a first ordinal h, called the length of 
G, such that pAG = 0. For each ordinal a, we set 
,fo(~~) = rank FG n G[p],/p”“G n G[p], 
and we call the cardinalfc(~) the mth L?2m $z~~riunt of G. Ulm’s theorem, 
of course, asserts that two reduced countable abelian p-groups having the 
same Ulm invariants are isomorphic. 
If G is a reduced p-group of length A, then for a given nonzero element 
N E G there exists an ordinal a < ;\ such that SE~~G, but x $pR+rG. This 
ordinal OL is denoted by h,( x , and is called the height of x. We set h,(O) =~ ZJ, ) 
and adopt the convention that iy < m for ail ordinals a. 
A map 4 of a reduced p-group G to a reduced p-group H is called hekht- 
preserving if h,(x) = hH($(x)) for each x E G. 
We shall need the following two facts. First, if G is an abelian p-group and 
H is a subgroup of p”G, then p”(G/H) == p”G,/H; in particular, if G/H is 
reduced of length at most CY, then H = paG. Secondly, if N is a limit ordinal, 
then G/p”G has length iy, and the /3th UIm invariant of G/p”G is f&3) for 
p < cf. 
We shall also need the following information regarding amalgamated 
direct sums: 
Let G,ji t I) be a family of abelian p-groups. For each i E I, let Iii be a 
subgroup of G, , and let f, be an isomorphism of a fixed group I-I onto fZi Set 
let LV bc the subgroup of G generated by the set 
(.f,(,x) -f,(x) / s c H and i, j E1J, 
and for each subgroup S of G, set s (,y bum .\:),‘_\T. 
^ 
(2.1) tjnder the foregoing hypntheses, C:;iI z C,kr C,jH,, mui M z II. 
Tiforeowr, if Hi = p’G, for each i E I, cm! ~.k sup{“, ~ i E I], then 142 p”G. 
I’YOC$ First observe that, for each i c I, G, n .\- _ 0. For if u E G, n iv, 
then as an element of ,V, a can be written in the form 
where A 1 . . . . . s,. E H, and i, il ,..., i,. E I arc distinct. ‘L’ransposing, we obtain 
a -f,(sl j-- .‘. - Sr) f;,(--.-x1) j- ... -~f,,(---s,.). 
Rut the left-hand side of the preceding equation is a member of G, , while 
fi.,( -xt) E Gtt for each i -..- I,..., 1.Therefore each s, 0, and we infer that 
a =; 0. 
Clearly, if i ~1, then II, + NC M. On the other hand, if (1 E HiI then 
a =~ f,(u) for some x E H, so that 
GIB “; x G,jH, = c Gt,:p’G, ) 
,tl / ‘Cl 
^ ^ 
so that the length of c/M is at most in. ‘Thus M =z p”G’ 
Let S be a set, let r’ be a subset of X”, let u bc a map of A to the non- 
negati\,c intcgcrs, and let v bc a map of i. to the nonnegative integers. By 
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G(S, F, U, C) we mean that abelian group generated by S subject onl!; to 
the relations 
puwx _ 0 all x E S, 
p7-r.‘~,vl,,v _ 3 all (s, y> E v. 
\V:e sap that an abelian p-group G is a T-group if G g G(S, F, U, zl) for some 
quadruple (X, C’, u, u>. 
(3.1) The direct sum of a family of [I’-groups is again a T-group. 
Proof. I,et G, = G(S, , P’? , II, zi) (i E I) be a family of T-groups with 
the property that Xi n &Y, ~.m I.2 whenever i + j. Set 
The identity map on X certainly- extends to a homomorphism of G’(.X-, IT, U, 2.) 
to G = CIcr Gi , and it is easily checked that the identity map on .Y extends 
to a homomorphism of G to G(-Y, P’, U, 2)). Thus G z G(X, CT, U, v). 
If G z G(X, CT, U, v), it can happen that distinct elements of X are equal 
in G, an element of X equals 0 in G, or relations of the form pll.x = y, 
.x, y t S, hold in G even though (x,y’ $ I/‘. These possibilities can be 
precluded, howver, by suitably modifying the presentation of G. To see 
this, let S’ be a minimal subset of G having the folIowing three properties: 
if .Y E &II and .x f 0 in 6, then s L x’ in G for some .x’ E X’; 
if s E S’ and ps + 0 in G, then px E S’; 
if s and 1’ arc distinct elements of X’, then 1~’ + y in G. 
For each x E .Y’, let P~‘(:~‘) be the order of s in G. Let Pa’ be the set of ail 
ordered pairs (li, y) with x, y E >Y’, such that prix = y in G for some integer n, 
and set c’(,Y, y) = 7~. Then G -= [X’], and in G the following relations hold: 
P”‘L,“‘.y 0 for all x E X’, and p”“,r,u)s = y for all <.v, y> E r’. Consequentlv 
the identity map on X’ extends to a homomorphism of G(S’, T.‘, u’, c’) to G. 
On the other hand, for any ,x E Xn X’, U’(X) < u(x), and for any 
::x, 4’; E I. n i”. c” (x, y) z(.Y, y). Therefore the map that is the identitv on 
S n X’ and 0 on the subset 
(x 1 x E X and x -= 0 in G), 
extends to a homomorphism of G = G(X, V, U, U) to G(X’, V’, u’, v’). And 
as G and G(S’, P”, u’, z’) arc both generated by S n X’, we conclude that 
G :-: G(.Y, I -, u, e-) c G(S’, T”, u’, a’). 
Ken- define a presentation G z G(,Y, P’, u, V) of a T-group G to be a 
fait&l presentation provided that 
(1) for all x E S, the order of x in G(S, I’, U, U) is precisely pa(r) > 1; 
(2) if x and y are distinct elements of S, then x f y in G(X-, V, u, v); 
(3) for all x, y E X, p’s :- y in G(Ay, I’, U, v) if and only if (x,y> E 6’ 
and II -. r~(z~,y); 
(4) if M E X and px f 0 in G(X, I,‘, u, z), then px E S. 
The remarks of the preceding paragraph show that eoevy T-group has a 
faithful presentation. And for the remainder of this paper, a8 presentations of 
any T-group will be assumed to be faithful, unless speci$cally stated to the 
contrary. 
(3.2) If G :-= G(X, I’, u, v) and Y is a subset of X, then the subgroup [Y] 
and the factor group G/[ Y] are both T-groups. 
Proof. Set X, = [Y] n -‘i, V, =- XI3 n 1.. And let ur be the restriction 
ofutoAy,, and ~1~ be the restriction of ZI to L-a . For any x E -XI , the order of x 
in [y] jspU(i’) -= pUl(J), and for any x, y E Xr , p*x = y if and only if (x, y) E I;, 
and ~2 =-= z’(.v, J) = z+(x, y). Consequently the identity map on XI extends 
to a homomorphism of G, = G(X, , V, , u1 , or) to [Y]. 
Let 
i: = (2 1 E E S, z $ -yr andpz = wz E XI). 
And for each z E Z, Iet X, = (+x 1 x E Av and (x, z) E k’), let Hz be a group 
isomorphic to [X,], and let C#Q be an isomorphism of [X,] onto Hz. With H 
denoting the external direct sum 
H ~~~ G, & 1 II2 , 
;sz 
let h’ be the subgroup of H generated by the set {p&(z) - w’, i z E 21. Then 
asp+Z(z) and w, have the same order, it follows that G, n N = 0. Define the 
map C$ of X to H/N by the rule 
i 
x -if N if AZ E X, 
d(x) =-- c+,(x) --i N if x E X, 
0 otherwise. 
The necessary relations hold in H/h’, so that + extends to a homomorphism 
of G =- G(X, V, u, 71) to H/N, and the restriction of this homomorphism to 
[Y] is a homomorphism of [Y] to (G, + N)/N e Gr _ From this it follows 
that [Y] s G, =-: G(X, , 5; , ul , r+). 
XOW let X2 r- X - [I;], V2 = X22 n L-. For each x E X, let ~~2’~) be the 
order of .I -T [Y] in G/[ I’], and let ~a be the restriction of z’ to l/, . Then the 
map that takes each x E X2 to s + [I’] extends to a homomorphism of 
G, : G(& , I/, , u, , zi.J to G/[Y]. On the other hand, the map that is the 
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identity on ‘Vy and 0 on the complementary set X n [Y] extends to a 
homomorphism of G to G, whose kernel includes [Y]. Hence G/[Y] s Gz . 
Given G -7 G(X, V, u, z’), a partial order .< can naturally be defined in the 
set X by the rule 
x .<J if ( y, x) E T,‘. 
Observe that under this partial order X always satisfies the descending 
chain condition. And if G is reduced, then X further satisfies the ascending 
chain condition. 
As in the proof of (3.2), for each x E X let us define 
Lemma (3.2) assures us that each [XJ is a T-group. Moreover if zr and zg are 
noncomparable elements of X, then Xzl and Xz, are disjoint, and this fact in 
conjunction with (3.1) yields the following. 
(3.3) G(,Y, C-, u, v) =: xzEM [X,], where M is the set of a& minimal elements 
of *Y. 
(3.4) Each nonzero element a E G = G(X, I’, u, v) has a unique representation 
of the form 
a -: spy1 j- *.- + s,x, , 
where xl ,..., xTL are distinct elements of X, and 0 < s, < p for each i = I ,..., n. 
Proof. Such a representation plainly exists. To prove uniqueness, suppose 
spq + .*- -:- S,& = t,x, -1 .‘. I t&x,‘ ) 
where the xi’s are distinct, and 0 < s, , ti < p for each i = l,..., ~1. By working 
in [.lcl ,..., x,] instead of G, if necessary, we may assume that at least one of the 
xi’s, say x1 , is a maximal element of X. Let [a] be a cyclic group of order p. 
Then the map that takes .vr to a and each member of X - {Gvl} to 0 extends to 
a homomorphism of G to [a], and therefore sra = t,a. This last equation 
yields that s1 -:= t, , and an induction on the number IZ of summands completes 
the proof. 
(3.5) If a is a nonzero element of G = G(X, F7, u, z), and 
i . . . a = spy1 , + h,X,L 
is the unique representation of a guaranteed by (3.4), then a E p*G ;f and only ;f 
s, EpGG for each i = I,..., II. 
Proof. \Ve use induction on the ordinal a. Suppose a == pb where b E paG 
and/3 < a. Write b = tly, f ... + t,ym, where the yi’s are distinct members 
of X, and 0 < ti < p for each i. The assumption of the induction yields that 
each ?vi t/YG, and therefore ~3’~ u”! tpa’~‘G. Now pb t,z, :-~ ... f,,,~ ,,i 
can be written in the form 
Pb FIWl ... : riq , 
n"here zc 1 ,..., w1 E S are distinct, and, for each i I,...) I,0 -: r, I p and 
wi E p+lG. Thus (3.4) yields that each xi is equal to some zc, and hence 
belongs topa+lG. Since ,8 is any ordinal less than N, we infer that each x, E p’G. 
(3.6) If G == G(S, V, II, z) and N is any ordinal, then both p”G and G/p% 
are T-gwups. In pa&ular, if 11 is the maximal dkisible subgroup of G, then 0 
and GilI aye T-groups. 
(3.7) If G ~= G(S, IF, u, v) is veduml, and the length of G is a limit ordinal, 
then G is u direct sum of T-groups of smaller lergtk 
(3.8) !f G is az infinite reduced T-gmup, the?1 1 G 1 L Cwfc(u). 
The first of the preceding three results is a consequence of (3.2) and the 
fact guaranteed by (3.5) that p”G =~: [,Y : s E .X and h,(s) ~1. The second 
follows from (3.3) and the fact, also guaranteed by (3.5), that an element 
z E M has maximal height in the subgroup [XJ. The third result is proved bv 
an induction on the length X of G: if X is a limit ordinal, we use (3.7); if X is 
not a limit ordinal, and 0 < p is the largest limit ordinal less than A, then 
certainly I G/ppG 1 is infinite and 
which, together with the fact that fc,pwG(a) :- fG(cx) for all a i EL, yields 
the desired conclusion. 
4. ULRI'S THEOREM FOR I"-GROUPS 
For our proof that a reduced Y--group is determined by its Calm invariants, 
we need an additional bit of terminology: we say that a subgroup S of 
G .:- G(S, V, u, C) is a stable subgroup if S = [Y] for some Y C X; the 
subgroup S is called almost stable if S contains a stable subgroup of finite index 
in S. -41~0, following Kaplansky [3], we say that an element a E G is proper 
with respect to a subgroup S if h,(a) -7 h&a .-j- e)for every e E S. Note that if 
a is proper with respect to S, then h,(a I- e) is just the minimum of h,(a) 
and kc(e) for each e E S. Alorcover, if a is proper with respect to S and 
a + 0, then a 4 S. 
(4.1) If S is an almost stable subgroup of G = G(S, I”, u, a), and a is un 
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element of G not in S, then the coset a $ S contains an element that is proper 
with respect to S. 
Proof. First, let us prove this under the stronger assumption that S is 
stable. Write a in the unique form guaranteed by (3.4), say 
a -7 spy1 $ ... ;~ sp,, . 
Since a $ S, at least one of the *xi’s does not belong to S. Let x1 ,..., s~,~ be those 
xi’s not belonging to S, while s ,,,, F1 ,..., ,T~ t S. Then a + S = b + S, where 
b slxl -t ... f s,,,x,, . And as S is stable, (3.5) assures us that 
h&b) 1: h,(b -;. e) 
for every e E S, so that b is the required proper element. 
Now if S is almost stable, S is the set-union of a finite number of cosets 
a, $ S’,..., a,. $ S’, where S’ is a stable subgroup. Using the preceding 
paragraph, let b, be an element of maximal height in the coset (a -t ai) -+ S’ 
for each i = I,..., r and let b be that bi of largest height. This element b is then 
an element of maximal height in the coset a + S, 
If S is any subgroup of the group G =- G(-Y, V, u, a), we shall write 
S, - S n p”G, 
S,* -: {a i a E Sx and pa EP”+~G). 
As pointed out in Kaplansky [3j, p. 28, for each a E S’: there is an element 
b ~p’++lG such that pa ~~~ pLI, and the map u P> a b, followed by the natural 
homomorphism of G[P]~ to G[P]JG[P]~..~, is a homomorphism 1~,,, of 
S: to Wl&[~l,,., >whose kernel is precisely S,+, We shall denote the 
image of S\’ under this homomorphism r,,, by J,(S), 
Plainly the map S + I,(S) is a monotone increasing function on the subgroups 
of G. Furthermore, the following holds, as shown in Kaplansky [3], p. 28: 
(4.2) Let S be any subgroup ofG := G(,;l; 1,; u, v). Then an element a E G[p], 
has height a and is proper with respect to S if ad only if the coset a + G[p],+, 
does not belong to I,(S). 
Now suppose that G’ m=m G(X’, I-‘, z~‘, n’) is another reduced T-group. 
Suppose further that there is a height-preserving isomorphism C$ of an almost 
stable subgroup S of G onto an almost stable subgroup S’ of G’ with the 
property that the foIlowing condition is satisfied for each ordinal (Y: 
The index of&(S) in G[p],/G[p],+, is the same as the index of I,(S’) in 
G’[~l,lG’blti+, . 
481/12/I-2 
(4.3) Ckder the foregoing hypotheses, if x E X and x 6 S, then 4 can be 
extended to a height-preseraing isonzorphism oj- [S, x] to G’. 
Proof. We shall first prove this under the additional assumption that 
px E S. Invoking (4.1), we can choose an clement a in the cosct x + S that is 
proper with respect to S, and subject to this condition we further stipulate, 
if possible, that ho(pa) > h,(a) -L 1. By the usual argument, it is enough to 
show that there exists an element a’ E G’ such that $(~a) == pa’, 
/z,(a) = h&a’), and a’ is proper with respect to S’ my-: #(S); the map $ is then 
extended to a height-preserving isomorphism of [S, X] = [S, a] to G’ simply 
by sending a to a’. 
Two cases arise: 
Case 1. he(a) == a and h&z) -= CL -r 1. Observe that the occurence 
of this case implies that there is no element e E a $ S that is proper with 
respect to S and such that h&e) > IG( ) z e + 1. Under these circumstances, 
let a’ be any element of G’ such that h&a’) = QI and pa’ =: #pa). If a’ is 
not proper with respect to S’, then for some element b’ ES’ we have 
h&a’ -t b’) 3 01 -t 1. This yields that h&pa’ + pb’) > O( -+ 2, so that 
h,(pa J- pb) > oi + 2, where 4(b) == b’. We must have h&b’) -= h,(b) = in, 
and therefore h,(a + 6) .:= n, since a is proper. Thus a -I-- b is an element of 
a + S that is proper with respect to S and such that 
hG(p(u f b)) ;b h,(a $- b) + 1, 
contrary to the fact that a i S contains no such element. 
Note that after adjoining a to S and a’ to S’ via Case 1, we have 
I,([S, a]) = I,(S) and Ic([S’, a’]) --= I,(S’) for all ordinals /?. 
Case 2. h,(a) == a and h,(pa) Y ‘x -k 1. In this case there exists an 
element b ~p+lG such that pa pb. Consequently a ~- b t G[plu , 
&(a - b) = a, and a - b is proper with respect to S. By (4.2) we infer that 
L(S) f G[PI&I~PI~+I 3 and because of our assumption on the indices of 
1@(S) and I,(S’), it follows that 1,(S’) f G’[p],/G’[p],,.i Let zul be any 
elcmcnt of G’[pla for which 7~‘~ + G’[p],+r $lJ,S’). Again (4.2) shows that 
or has height a: and is proper with respect to S’. Pick any element r+ E p*+iG 
such that pm, = $(pa). The element a’ == wi -I- wa is therefore proper with 
respect to S’, has height CI, and pa’ pq = a(pa). 
Note that if a is adjoined to S and n’ is adjoined to S’ via Case 2, then 
10([S, a]) = &(S) and I,([S’, a’]) = JB(S’) for all p f 01, while 
4,([X al) = US) GO 
and &([S’, a’]) = I,(S’) @Q’, where CJ is the cyclic subgroup of G[p],/G[plti+, 
generated by (a -- b) { G[plilT1 , and (?’ is the cyclic subgroup of 
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G’[p],/G’[p],+, generated by W, + G’[P]~+~ . Also it should be emphasized 
that in this case wr can be any element of G’[plol such that its coset 
~1 + G’[PL+I is not in &(S’). 
The proof of (4.3) is now easily completed. For if n is the smallest positive 
integer such that pnx E S, and xi = pn-ix for i = l,..., n then .vi $ S, 
p-v1 E S, and px,+r = xi for each i = I,..., II-~ 1. Therefore we can apply 
the above successively to x1 ,..., x = s, since at each stage the necessary 
hypotheses continue to hold. Indeed, if a’ is the image of x under the resulting 
extension of 4, the remarks accompanying the proofs of the two cases above 
show that Id(S) =: IB([S, x]) and Ia = 1&S’, a’]) fur all /3 except a finite 
number of ordinals, and for each ordinal E among these exceptions we have 
that &(S) has index p in 1&S, x]) and 1JS’) has index p in I,([S’, a’)]. 
(4.4) THEOREM. If G and G’ are two reduced T-groups SUCIZ that 
fG(a) = f&z) fey all (Y, then G G 6’. 
Proof. 1Yith G = G(X, I’, U, V) and G’ - G(X’, l”, u’, u’), well-order the 
set s: 
s -= {Xf ! 5 < K). 
Also, for each ordinal 01, let @# be an isomorphism of G[p],/G[p],,+, onto 
G’[P],JG’[~]~+~ . We shall prove that for each ordinal 4 r< K there is a pair 
;S, , +& such that 
(1) S, is a stable subgroup of G. 
(2) & is a height-preserving isomorphism of S, to G’ such that 4:(&S,) is 
stable, 
(3) S, 2 S,, and df extends d,- , for each 7 -: E, 
(4) zn E S, for all 7j < 5, 
(5) U&W = @dUSd) for all n. 
This is enough to give (4.4). For SK = G, and if & is not onto G’, then there 
is some x’ E X’ such that x’ 6&(G); and in view of (5) and (2), we can apply 
(4.3) to x’, &(G) and 4~~) to obtain an isomorphism of r&(G), x’] to G which 
extends 4;“. This, of course, is impossible, so having the pairs /IS,, &) 
(5 ,< K), Theorem (4.4) follows. 
To start, we take So = 0. If (S,, , +,> has been obtained for each q < I*-, 
and p is a limit ordinal, then we get (S,, , 4,) by taking set-unions. Suppose 
then that (S, ,+,) is at hand, and x,, 6 S, . All the hypotheses of (4.3) are 
satisfied, so there exists a height-preserving isomorphism ~$~,a of S,., = [S, , 
x,J to G’, which extends 4, . Moreover, the remarks accompanying the proof 
of (4.3) assure us that +U,O can be picked in such a way that 
U#L,O(S~,~)) = @~ULd) for ali 01, 
i%ow +,.,(S,,,) is contained in the subgroup generated by the stable subgroup 
4,,(S,,) and some finite number of generators ,Y; i..., $ E X’. -4nd starting with 
d~,,,(~%.d and 4;:) s we apply (4.3) successively to these generators to obtain 
an almost stable subgroup S,,, of G and a height-preserving isomorphism 
4 Lr,l of S,,, onto [&(S,), x; ,..., .K:], which extends a,,,, again such that 
L,(vL,l(L)) @JIx(S,,l)) for all (1. 
Next we go back to S,,, , include it in the subgroup generated by the stable 
subgroup S,,, and a finite number ofgencrators .yr, ..., .v~$ E- X, and repeat the 
abow process. Continuing in this way ~c obtain an increasing sequence of 
subgroups S,,, of G, and an increasing sequence of height-preserving 
isomorphisms c$,,~ of the corresponding SU,, to G’, such that S,i,zn and 
+U,zn-l(SU,zn-l) arc stable for each II, and [,(+,,,,(S,L,T1)) : @,,,(I,(S,,,)) forall 01. 
Consequently if SUil == (J,b,:w S,,,,, and a,, i 1 ~~ u,L.,U ~b,,~~ , then (S, : 1 , 4,,.I) 
satisfies (l)-(5) for [ =- IL T I. This completes the proof. 
Observe that by starting with p”G instead of 0, the foregoing proof actually 
yields a little more: If G and G’ are reduced p-gwups having the same Ubn 
inzaviants, if G/pdG and G’ip‘G’ art P+roups, and if+ is an isomorphism of 
p“G onto p”G’, then (b extends to CM isomorphisn~ of G onto G'. 
5. T-GROUPS WITH PRESXIBED INVARIANTS 
The connection between T-groups and amalgamated direct sums is 
established by the first lemma of this section: 
(5.1) Let Gi(i~I) be afamily f v rer uced i T-groups such that pW!i s Z(p") 
for each i E I. With II = Z(pfL), and Iii = p&G, fou each i E I, let (2 be the 
group constructed iti (2.1). Then. i; is a I’-group. 
Proof. Assume that each Gi = G(Xj , G’, , u, , v,), and that the Xi’s are 
pairwisc disjoint. Since p”lGi z Z(p’“), Lemma (3.5) guarantees that 
pc, = [CC?] for some xi E Xi _ Set X = UiEf Xi and u = uiEl U, ; let 1,’ be 
the set-union of {(xi , xj\ i i, j E 1> and the VL’s, and let 71 be that function on 
1’ which extends each zli and such that a(s, , xj) = 0 for all i, J’ E 1. ‘I’hen the 
identity map on X extends to a homomorphism of G == CiFl G, to 
G(X, T’, EL, V) whose kernel includes 
IV = [xi - ,xj i i, j E I], 
and certainly the identity lnap on S extends to a homomorphism of 
G(X, i,‘, u, 71) to G = G/X. ‘Thus c e- G(X, I’, u, v). (Note that the 
indicated presentation of G(X, V, U, V) is not faithful.) 
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To characterize those well-ordered sequences of cardinal numbers that are 
the Ulm invariants of some reduced T-group, we need the following 
definition. If f is a map of an ordinal h to a set of cardinal numbers, we say 
that f is a X-admissible function provided that 
(1) X = sup{or + 1 1 01 < X and f (a) f 0}, 
(2) if 01 is a limit ordinal with cc + w < h, and 0 .< n < W, then 
Given a X-admissible function f, we denote by m(f) the minimum of the 
cardinal numbers Ca+nGO<u+w f (p), as 01 ranges over all limit ordinals with 
31 + w < h, and n ranges over all natural numbers. 
(5.2) T HEOREM. If f is a map of an ordinal h to a set of cardinal numbers, 
then there exists a reduced T-group G of length X and such that f,Ja) =y f (a) 
fcv all N < A, ;f and only if f is a X-admissible function. 
Proof, Let G be a reduced T-group of length A. Evidently fG satisfies 
condition (1) in the definition of h-admissible function. The proof that it also 
satisfies (2) is made by induction on h. If h is a limit ordinal, (3.7) asserts that 
G is a direct sum of T-groups Gi(i E I), each of length less than h, and as each 
fc, satisfies (2), it follows that fG does also. Suppose X is not a limit ordinal. If 
p is the largest limit ordinal less than h, then for any /3 < p, the factor group 
pBG/p@G is infinite, and 
I p6G/pUG I 3 I p”‘G I > 
And from this, (3.8), and the factf,,,rc satisfies (2), it follows that fc satisfies 
G? 
The proof of the converse requires the following lemma, which is well 
known for h-admissible functions taking on values not exceeding N, , and 
proved similarly in the case of higher cardinals: 
If f is a A-admissible function, h is a limit ordinal, and hi(i E I) is a family of 
ordinals with the properties that either Xi is a limit ordinal or Xi - 1 exists and 
f(A, - 1) f 0, X = sup{& 1 i E I}, and 1 I j .< m( f ), then for each i E I there 
is a &-admissible function f, such that f (a) = CiE1 fJx> for all pi. 
NOW let f be a h-admissible function, and assume that for each p-admissible 
function ,q, with p < h, there exists a reduced T-group H such that fH = g. 
Suppose X is a limit ordinal. Choose a family of ordinals Xi(i E I) such that 
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each h, < /J either hi is a limit ordinal or hi - 1 exists and f(& - 1) + 0, 
the sup of the Ai’s equals h, and I I 1 << m(f). Then the preceding lemma 
asserts the existence of a &admissible function fi for each z’ E 1, such that 
J =: Ciel fi . And picking a reduced T-group G, with fc, = fi , for each i E I, 
and forming their direct sum, we obtain a reduced T-group G of length X and 
such that fc = f. 
Next assume that h = p 7 11, where p > 0 is a limit ordinal, and 
O<n<w. Assume further that f(p + n - 1) =-: 1, while f(p + IS) == 0 
for each k == O,..., n - 2. Let g be the restriction off to p. Plainly g is a 
p-admissible function, and we can select a family of ordinals yj(i E I) such 
that each pi < CL, the sup of the pi’s is f~. each g(& f 0, and 11~ C’ m(g). 
The lemma above yields a (pL1 -j- I)-admissible function gi for each i E I, such 
that g =~: &elg, . Now, for each i E I, let fi be that (pi + II i- l)-admissible 
function defined by the rules 
ff(&) = gda) [a <: Pi)9 f&i> + 1 = &(Pi)> 
f&L(i $- k) == 0 (k = l,...,n -~ l), fi(/.Li + n) := I; 
and let Gi be a reduced T-group of length pi -j- n + 1, such that fc, .m= fz . 
Notice that we necessarily have that pui+lGi z Z(p”), and that the ath Ulm 
invariant of G,/pvl+rGi is gi(a) for each a: < pi + 1. With H -= Z(p”), and 
Hi = p”t+lGi for each i ~1, let & be that group constructed in (2.1). 
Lemma (5.1) insures that G is a T-group, and we infer from (2.1) that fe = f. 
Finally assume only that A == p + n, where p > 0 is a limit ordinal, and 
O<n-;w. Inasmuch as nz( f) 3 COdkCn f (II -t k), the lemma above 
provides that f = Eisl fi , where, for each i E I, fi is a (,u + n,)-admissible 
function with 0 < ni < n, having the additional property that 
fi(/L -- k) = 0 (k z Oy..., YZi - 2), fi(c( + Hi - 1) E 1. 
By the preceding paragraph, for each i, there exists a reduced T-group Gi 
such that fGi = fi , and taking the direct sum of the Gi’s, we get a reduced 
T-group G such that fc = f. Th‘ is completes the proof of (5.2). 
Xoticc that if Ii is a countable reduced p-group of length A, then fE is a 
X-admissible function. Consequently there exists a reduced T-group G of 
length A, such that fc = fx , and as G is also countable by (3.8), Ulm’s 
Theorem shows that H r G. Therefore a direct sum of reduced countable 
p-groups is a T-group of length at most Q. On the other hand, if G is a 
reduced T-group of length at most Q, then the familiar application of (5.2), 
(4.4) and (3.8), yields that G is a direct sum of countable groups. Thus 
(5.3) THEOREM. A reduced nbelian p-group G is a direct sum of countable 
groups ;f and only if G is a T-group of length at most Q. 
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